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ARTICLES
DE FOND
EN FRANÇAIS

DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS
THE MEXICO YOU MAY
NOT HAVE EXPERIENCED

DESERT
ADVENTURES
SPECTACULAR PLACES YOU
NEED TO SEE TO BELIEVE

GREAT GETAWAYS
YOUR GUIDE TO
OFF-SEASON
DESTINATIONS
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REGINA
BIRMINGHAM
PARIS

roam
DIG DEEPER

OCEANFRONT LIVING ON VANCOUVER ISLAND

SALEM

6

DERBY
WATERFRONT
DISTRICT
Sea captains once
frequented this
area and used
underground tunnels to kidnap
men to work on their ships.
Several businesses— such as
Mercy Tavern—sit on top of the
old tunnels, and there have been
reports of ghostly voices coming
from them. —Mandy Savoie

MASSACHUSETTS
While it’s best known for its infamous 17th-century witch trials, Salem’s past is full of scary
and spooky happenings. From notorious murders to UFO sightings, here are six things you
will want to explore in this historic New England city—if you’re brave enough.
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SALEM COMMON
In the 17th century, this
eight-acre park hosted militia
training, spawning what is now
the U.S. National Guard, and was
home to the popular Salem Cadet
Band from 1878 to 1941. The apparitions of soldiers and haunting music
from an invisible band are said to
have occurred in the park, particularly
around the circa-1926 bandstand.
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HAWTHORNE HOTEL
This boutique hotel is
located on the site of
an old apple orchard
once owned by Bridget Bishop,
the first of the city’s executed
witches. Guests on the sixth floor
frequently report seeing a woman
in a long dress, thought to be
Bishop, who is accompanied by
a strong apple scent.

27 LUXURY HOMES
STARTING IN THE
MID 400’S
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WWW.SOOKEHARBOURLIVING.COM

250.244.1799

This is not an offering for sale. Such an offering must be accompanied by a Disclosure Statement.

SALEM VILLAGE PARSONAGE
The witch hysteria of 1692 began in the
home of Reverend Samuel Parris. When his
two young girls fell ill, they accused locals
of witchcraft, ultimately leading to the
executions of 20 people. Today, all that remains of the
parsonage is its foundation, and the surrounding fields
where the devil allegedly held his Sabbaths.
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GETTING THERE
WestJet flies to Boston
four times a day from
Toronto and Halifax.
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GARDNER-PINGREE
HOUSE
Salem’s most-notorious
murder took place here
in 1830. Captain Joseph White was
stabbed 13 times, leading to widespread paranoia in Salem. The resulting
trial and public executions of two
brothers inspired writers Edgar Allan
Poe and Nathaniel Hawthorne. The
captain’s ghostly face is said to appear
from the second-floor windows.
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WINTER ISLAND
Visitors to this island
park in Salem Harbor
can check out the
exterior of an abandoned 1934
coast guard barracks, where
security guards have reported
ghosts. Nearby is a former air
station where, in 1952, a Coast
Guard seaman took a famous
photograph of four UFOs
hovering over the city.

YOU’VE RAISED THEM TO BE GENEROUS AND KIND
NOW, LET THEM GO CHANGE THE WORLD

In 10 short days, they’ll meet new friends and work with a family to Build them a
safe, dry place to call home. Volunteering with us is safe, fully-charitable, and leaves
a lasting impact. Send your child on the adventure of a lifetime!

To learn more, visit LiveDifferent.com/Builds
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